ART- Week 2
5th GRADE
Ms. Hewitt

***Graded Assignment***

Visual Arts Standard: VA5.CR.1

Assignment: Visual/Verbal Journal/Sketchbook

Materials: Students may use pencils, coloring pencils, crayons and/or markers in a
sketchbook or on a piece of paper

Directions:

• Using organic and geometric lines and shapes create a drawing of a
landscape that includes natural and manmade objects. Give the manmade
objects natural textures such as leaves, fur, grass. Make the natural
elements look man made.

  (Examples of natural objects: Trees, grass, streams, animals)

  (Examples of manmade objects: cars, houses, boats, buildings)

• Write a paragraph that describes what the different objects are made of.

Completion Verification Survey: For parents to fill out

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=mlHcDGmBcEu6n9p-O6cAwgBID-QAA-9NvAnvxOxtuJUMVFUVjdQWkFVRk5FNFPsSzMhJUFOMC4u